
2017 FERRARI F12berlinetta2017 FERRARI F12berlinetta
Blu Tour de France with Cuoio Leather

£SOLD£SOLD

Mileage 5,647 miles  Engine Capacity 6262cc

Body Style Coupe  Fuel Petrol

Transmission Semi-automatic  Chassis No. 227107

The F12berlinetta is a remarkable modern supercar. Its naturally aspirated 6.3 litre Ferrari V12 engine won the 2013

International Engine of the Year Award in the Best Performance category and Best Engine above 4.0 litres. In 2014, it was

also awarded the XXIII Premio Compasso d’Oro ADI, the first and among the most recognised awards in its field aimed to

acknowledge and promote quality in the field of industrial designs made in Italy. It boasts a 0 to 62Â mph in 3.1 seconds, a 0

to 124Â mph in 8.5 seconds and a top speed of 211Â mph â€“ a full three and a half seconds faster than its predecessor, the

599 GTB.

Our car is a low mileage â€˜Atelierâ€™ example that benefits from the following factory optional extras and features that

include; Carbon fibre driver zone + LED, Carbon fibre central bridge, Carbon fibre dashboard inserts, Carbon fibre cup

holder, Daytona style seats, Blu Comboblau seat belts, embroidered prancing horse on seats in Blu Medio, Upper dashboard

in Blu Medio, Passenger display, electric steering column, cruise control, suspension lifter, AFS lighting system, parking
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camera, interior electrochromic mirror, CD reader to rear, Alcantara boot trim in Blu Medio, Alcantara boot carpet in Blu

Medio, high emotion low emission, Sport sill cover, Scuderia shields on wings, front grill with chromed edges, outer mirror

with Nero insert, exterior electrochromic exterior mirrors, Giallo brake callipers and 20â€  forged Diamond rims and a Navtrak

Security system.

It further benefits from the balance of its manufactures 7-year service plan that expires in May 2024 and has the following

documented services completed;

6th June 2018 – 1,130 miles at Ferrari, Wilmslow

15th April 2019 – 1,241 miles at Ferrari, Wilmslow

19th June 2020 – 4,681 miles at Ferrari, London

18th June 2021 – 5,378 miles at Ferrari, London

This particular car has a Novitec switchable exhaust system fitted by an official Ferrari service centre with the standard

equipment still accompanying the car should the new custodian wish to change it back to its standard exhaust.

Our car also comes complete with its original handbooks including the all-important service and warranty supplement, leather

pouch, spare key, tool kit,Â tyre inflator kit, car cover, Ferrari battery conditioner and history file.
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